~On-Line Monitoring:
A Thtorial
lthough monitoring has been around since the early 1960s with
the advent of debuggers,the field has recently made some exciting advances. Monitoring systems today monitor distributed
applications and are often themselves distributed. In addition, they are
increasingly seen as a viable solution to areas of growing concern: lack
of dependability and tools to support distributed applications. Monitoring
has succeeded in these areas and has matured in its ability to give users
freedom in defining what is to be monitored.
Monitoring gathers information about a computational process as it
executes’ and can be classified by its functionality (see Figure 1).
Dependability includes fault tolerance and safety. Performance enhancement includes dynamic system configuration, dynamic program tuning,
and on-line steering.* Correctness checking is the monitoring of an application to ensure consistency with a formal specification. It can be used to
detect runtime errors or as a verification technique. Security monitoring
attempts to detect security violations such as illegal login or attempted
file access.Control includes caseswhere the monitoring system is part of
the target system, a necessary component in providing computational
functionality. Debugging and testing employs monitoring techniques to
extract data values from an application being tested. Performance evaluation uses monitoring to extract data from a system that is later analyzed
to assesssystem performance.
I focus on four of the sevenfunctional areas:dependability, performance
enhancement, correctness checking, and security. The systems in these
functional areas exhibit common characteristics. First, the monitor functions as an external observer of the target software. Unlike control monitors, external observers are not required to provide computational
functionality. Second,the systemsare designed to monitor the target software and respond while the target software is operational. This forces the
monitoring system to react in a timely manner to events as they occur in
the target system. (Debuggers are not so constrained, becausethey either
slow the application’s execution rate or simply gather trace data for later
analysis or replay.) Lastly, the monitoring component is a permanent part
of the overall system, although at times it may run at reduced functionality. (This is unlike performance evaluation tools that are, like some hardware test tools, attached to a system.)
We call a monitoring system that
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an on-line monitoringsystem. Thesesystemsoften do more than just gather
information; they interpret the gathered information and respond appropriately. On-line monitoring systems can therefore provide increased
robustness, security, fault-tolerance, and adaptability.
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An on-line monitoring system is a process or set of possiblydistributed processeswhose function is the dynamic
gathering, interpreting, and acting on information concerning an application as that application executes.In an
event-basedmonitoring system, which I discuss here, the
gathered information arrives at the monitoring system in
the form of events. An event describes an activity usually
involving just a small part of the application state space.
Events can be grouped into three primary categories:
l
l
l

hardware-level events,
process-levelevents, and
application-dependent events.

Hardware-level events are low-level activities such as
page faults, sampling of a cache miss counter, and I/O
channel activity. In Autonet, for example, events include
exceededthreshold on corrupt packets, exceededthreshold on stuck links, or excessiveviolations occurring from
such things as static on a network line.
Process-level events are events observable external to
the process.Figure 2 illustrates event activity at this level.
Communication between a program and file (or device)
is evident by observing communication between the application and the file subsystem (in a Unix-based system).
Communication between processesis similarly visible by
observing activity occurring between an application and
the interprocess communication subsystem,Processstate
information is available in the processcontrol subsystem.
Application-dependent events describe activity internal to an application. The types of application-dependent
events that a monitoring system defines for use depend
on the monitoring system’spurpose. Definingjust the right
event set can be difficult. What set of events is sufficient
to capture the desired behavior in the application? Is it
enough to capture changesto selectedvariables and messagespassedbetween processes,or is a higher-level view
needed to observe, for example, changesto the membership of a group of processes?

In Figure 3, the monitoring system is notified whenever
a change occurs to the temperature variable temp in the
target system. The sensor is a small code segment in the
application addressspacethat is triggered by a change to
temp. Upon being triggered, the sensor captures the variable’s value and sendsan event to the monitoring system.
Sensors can include additional functionality. The user
can define conditions that must be satisfied before the
monitoring system is notified. For example, the sensormay
generatean event onlywhen the temperature exceeds100
degreesCelsius. The condition is effectively a filter, filtering some events while allowing others to pass.
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A sensor is an entity that observes the behavior of a
small part of the application system state space. Upon
being triggered, a sensor generates an event. A sensor is
triggered either by a change to the entity it observesor by
a request from the monitoring system. When triggered by
a change to the entity, the sensor is said to trace the entity.
Tracing is performed synchronously with the change in
the value of the entity. When the value of the object
changes, the sensor reports the new value to the monitoring system.4How does the sensor know there has been
a changeto the entity? Most frequently, sensorsare placed
in the target system at locations where changes to the
entity occur. The sensor code is then executed immediately after the change occurs.
Sampling, on the other hand, is the on-demand collection of information by a monitoring program and is asyn
chronous with the change in the entity’s value. When a
monitoring routine decides to collect an entity’s value, it
sendsa messageto the appropriate sensor,and the sensor
returns the current value.4
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Figure 4. Monitoring
tasks. The dark oval represents
preexecution
tasks. The light gray ovals represent
tasks that can be done either before or during execution.
The tasks shown as white ovals must be done
during execution.

intrusivenessbut generally provide very low-level data.
Software monitoring requires instrumenting the applievent or set of events. Actions can for example alter the cation sourcecode, systemlibraries, or compiler. Software
application state space,report some aspectof application approachesare generally more portable and presentinformation at an abstraction level closer to the users’way of
behavior to the user, or start up a process.
thinking than, say, binary code or assembly language
Some monitoring systems maintain an event history,
which may contain all eventssincesystemstart-up or some instructions, making them easier to use than hardware
subset of events (for example, the last twenty events of approaches.
Hybrid monitoring brings together the nonintrusive
eachsensedentity, or a count of the number of login events
since the system was booted). An event history’s size is nature of hardware approachesand the flexibility of softconstrained ultimately by the available storage space.It ware approaches.Most monitoring systemsemploy either
should be noted that some kind of event history is neces- software or hybrid monitoring.
Monitoring can occur either synchronouslywith applisary if the monitoring system is to evaluate behavior as it
occursover time.
cation execution or asynchronously to the execution.
Monitoring systemsare often characterizedby the level Synchronous checking, or assertionchecking,requiresthat
of interference they impose upon the application. If the the user add assertionsto the application code.Assertions
monitoring system requires the use of application are checksto determine if, for a particular section of softresources(that is, CPU time, I/O devices,or shared com- ware, the relevant parts of the systemstate (for example,
munication channels), it is said to be intrusive. Intrusive variable values or I/O signals) are within the bounds
monitoring raises the possibility that through collecting needed for that section to operate properly.6 Assertions
information to analyzetarget systembehavior,one is alter- are placed directly in the application and can only be
ing that very behavior.This is referred to as the Heisenberg checkedwhen encounteredduring execution. If more freeffect for software. If no resourcesare consumed,the mon- quent checking is needed,asynchronous checking must be
itoring systemis nonintrusive. A nonintrusive monitoring used. Asynchronous checking is done in an external
systemhas no effect on the order and timing of events in processthat receives events from the application. Most
the application. A monitoring systemcan be a nonintrusive monitoring systemsare of the latter kind.
gatherer, but intrusive when it executes actions. Most
monitoring systems,particularly those that rely on soft- Monitoring
distributed
systems
ware added to sensors, are intrusive to some degree.
Monitoring distributed systemsbrings with it its own
Completely nonintrusive monitoring systemsuse dedi- set of problems.The main issuesin monitoring distributed
cated hardware for monitoring.
systemsare as follows:
Actions, event history, and interference
An action is the monitoring system’s response to an

Monitoring

approaches

There are three broad approachesto monitoring: hardware, software, and hybrid approaches.Hardware monitoring requires instrumenting the hardware platform on
which the application runs. Tsai et al.5use dedicatedhardware to latch data directly off the target system’sinternal
buses.Hardware approacheshave the advantage of low
Computer
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Delays in transfering information mean this information may be out of date.
Variable delays in transfering information result in
events arriving out of order.
The number of objectsgenerating monitoring information in a large system can easily swamp monitors.
In the likely event that the distributed systemis hetero-

geneous,a canonicalform is neededto encodemessages event interpretation specification can contain a specific
passedbetween heterogeneousmachines.
responsefor each event type.
Application-dependent monitoring is more difficult. If
a user is looking for error conditions or other violations,
MONITORING
SYSTEM ACTIVITIES
the systemneedsan event interpretation specificationthat
Many activities, as derived from Snodgrass,’go into contains either a complete description of correct behavmaking monitoring work. These activities are character- ior or a description of each error condition. In the former
ized by two traits.
case, an incoming event is compared to the monitoring
system’snotion of what should be happening to see if the
Is the task performed by the user or by the monitoring event is consistentwith that notion. IDES8and Sankar and
system, and
Manda19use this approach.
Is the task performed before execution, during execuWhere each error condition is describedindividually, an
tion, or both?
event arriving at the monitoring systemis comparedto the
setof descriptions.A match indicatesan error has occurred.
In Figure 4, preexecution tasks are shown as the dark- Leveson6usesthis approachin her synchronousmonitoring
est ovals (for example, Sensorsetup). The light gray ovals scheme.The description need not necessarilybe of an error
represent tasks that can be done either before or during condition. ISSOS and Metal0both provide a languageand
execution. The tasks shown as white ovals must be done data model (entity-relationship data model) for describing
during execution. It is desirable to provide as much flexi- arbitrary complexscenarios.Incoming eventsare directedto
bility as possible by delaying user tasks until later stages. the appropriatebehavior description.A match occurswhen
This lets the user make adjustments as needed without
the eventssatisfythe description.
recompiling the entire monitoring systemand application.
In some systems,activities are omitted or combined.
Action specification
and execution
An action specification is a description supplied by the
Sensor setup
user of the action to be taken when significant behavior
Sensor setup usually precedes application execution. occurs. On recognizing a behavior, the monitoring system
Sensor setup performed during execution is difficult in executesan appropriate action. Although most monitors
software-based, application-level monitoring systems perform some action, often the action does not alter the
becausesensorsare generally implemented as embedded application’s state. In some concurrent debuggers, for
code in the application data space. Sensor configuration example, the monitoring system during execution pasinvolves deciding what information each sensor will
sively acceptsevents,storing them in a repository. On prorecord and where the sensorwill be located, and it can be gram completion, the monitoring system invokes a
done by the monitoring system.Sensorinstallation, on the program to analyze the events in the repository and forother hand, involves placing the coded sensorsat the cor- mat them for graphical display.
rect locations and is generally done by the user.Automated
sensor installation requires the use of dependency analy- A SAMPLING
OF MONITORING
sis like that used in parallel compilers.7
SYSTEMS
An enabled sensoris ready to collect information. Some
I have selectedone representative sample from each of
sensors are permanently enabled (that is, permanently the functional areas that comprise on-line monitoring.
on), whereas others can be individually or collectively Huang and Kintala’s components enhance the dependenabled or disabled either automatically or at the user’s ability of an application; IDES monitors security violadirection.’ Sensorenabling is generally performed by the tions; Sankar and Mandal’s methodology provides
monitoring system.
correctness checking; and the Falcon system provides a
Sensingis the runtime activity of collecting information mechanismfor on-line steering of computationally intense
about the application. When a sensedevent occurs in an parallel applications. With each sample I focus on the folapplication, it must be conveyedto the monitor. The event lowing key questions:
is either conveyed immediately or can be delayed if the
cost of conveyingindividual eventsis too high. How events
Events. What are the events?
are conveyeddependson the systemarchitecture. In a sinSensing. How is the event data gathered?
gle-processoror shared-memory system, an event can be
Event interpretation. How does the monitoring system
written to a shared-memorylocation and the monitor notiinterpret events?
fied by signal or interrupt. In a message-basedenvironAction execution. What response does the monitoring
ment, events are sent by message.
system make?
l

l

l
l
l

l

Event interpretation

Event interpretation is the heart of the monitoring system, where the monitoring systeminterprets the gathered
information. What does the monitoring system need to
allow it to make senseof the information? Hardware-level
and process-levelmonitoring systemshave relatively simple event interpretation components. For these systems,
the event set is usually fixed and known in advance,so the

The samples amply demonstrate that there are varied
and interesting ways to addresseach question. At the end
of each sample I briefly discussthe potential advantages
and/or disadvantagesof the approach. See Table 1 for a
summary of characteristics.
Huang

and Kintala

Huang and Kintala” have developed a set of software
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rTable 1. Summary

of monitoring

system

characteristics.

Purpose

Huang and Kintala
Dependability

IDES
Security

Sankar and Mandal
Correctness checking

Falcon
On-line program steering

Configure
sensors

Sensor provided
as library routine

User writes
sensors before

Sensors created by
monitor compiler
execution

User writes sensors
before execution

Install sensors

User manually
adds sensors
before execution

Sensors installed
automatically
before execution

User manually
adds sensors
before execution

Enable sensors

Always enabled

User manually
adds sensors to
kernel before
execution
Always enabled

Always enabled

Enabled/disabled
during execution

Event
interpretation
specification

Built into
monitoring
system

Profiles and
statistical models
define behavior

Annotations
to source

User describes
event/action
using view language

Event
interpretation

Match occurs when
heartbeat not
received

Match occurs on
every event

Match occurs
on every event

Match occurs
when events
satisfy condition
in view

Sensing

Sampling

Tracing

Tracing

Sampling and tracing

Action
specification

Restart application
on node or backup

Anomaly records
provided to user

Diagnostic information
provided to user

User encodes decision
routines and actions

Action
execution
detected

Executed when
match occurs

Executed when
anomaly occurs

Executed when
inconsistency
detected

Executed when
match occurs

components that are easily incorporated into an existing
application to enhance its level of fault tolerance: watchd
watches an application processand recoversit in the event
the processor node on which the processresidescrashes;
libft is used to specify and checkpoint critical data, recover
checkpointed data, log events, and locate and reconnect a
recoveredprocess;and REPLprovides facilities for on-line
replication of user-specifiedfiles on a backup host. I focus
on watchd, the component responsiblefor gathering information to determine whether a processhas crashed.
One approach to sensor setup is to augment the application process with a routine that periodically sends a
heartbeat message (that is, an “I am alive” event) to
watchd. When the event arrives, the monitoring system
does nothing. If the heartbeat message is not received
within a specified period of time, the monitoring system
assumes the application is hung and restarts the target
processat an initial or checkpointed state on the host node
or backup node.
DISCUSSION.Watchd has the benefit of being minimally
intrusive. The heartbeat routine is provided as a library
routine so the user need onlylinkwith the library and write
code to periodically invoke the routine. On the other hand,

Computer

added

the approach is limited to detecting only processcrash.
Intrusion

Detection

Expert

System

(IDES)

IDES8 is a model for a real-time intrusion-detection
expert system. The model proposes to detect numerous
security violations ranging from attempted break-ins by
outsiders to system penetrations and abusesby insiders.
Events in IDES include login, command execution, program execution, file access,file protection violation, and
device access.For IDES to be totally transparent to the
user, sensorsneed to reside in the kernel. A likely place to
install a sensor to detect attempts to log onto a Unix system, for example, would be in the login process.When a
user ID is entered, the sensor is triggered and sends an
event to IDES.
To interpret events, IDES matches an incoming event
against a set of profiles. A profile characterizes a subject’s
behavior with respect to an object; it serves as a description of normal activity between a subject and object.
Subjects are the initiators of activities (such as user or
process) while objects are the receivers of activities (such
as files, records, or terminals). When a profile match is
found, the monitor uses the event history and a statistical
model identified in the profile to determine whether the

current event is consistent with the normal behavior
described by the profile. If the event is normal, it updates
the profile. Otherwise, it is stored as an anomaly and
reported to the operator.
The knowledge possessedby the monitoring system is
of two kinds. The first kind is a set of activity rules that are
applicable independent of the application being monitored; activity rules specify the action to be taken when a
condition is satisfied. For example, when a match occurs
between an event and a profile, the action taken is to
update the profile and check for anomalous behavior. The
second kind is the set of profiles, statistical metrics, and
statistical models that are unique to an application and
must be supplied by the user.

Falcon

Falconi is a set of tools that support on-line steering of
parallel and distributed applications. The approach
offers a way of providing interactivity to high-performance applications that separates the interactive component from the computationally intensive component
and provides a dynamic link between the two. The interactive, or steering, component monitors the application,
displays the information to the end user or submits it to
a steering agent, accepts steering commands from the
user, and enactschangesthat affect the application’s execution.
Events are user defined, involving application-specific
data. As an example, an event can be generated when a
thread has attempted to obtain a mutex lock and another
DISCUSSION. Adding a new object would, in the worst
generatedwhen the thread has succeededin obtaining the
case,involve adding a sensor to the kernel, adjusting pro- lock. The user defines the sensorsusing a sensor specififiles to include the allowable actions on the new object, cation language and manually inserts them in the target
and installing a new statistical model for evaluating the program. Sensorsforward events to a local monitor resireasonablenessof an action taken against the object. It is dent on the target program’s processor,which collects the
conceivable to update the profiles and statistical models eventsand can apply filters to reduce the monitoring overon-line. Adding a new sensor to the kernel would neces- head or analysistools to produce higher level information.
sitate rebooting the system, at a minimum.
To interpret events,the gatheredevents(oncefiltered and
analyzed)are matched againstevent/action recordsstored
Sankar and Mandal
in a repository. When the condition in the event/action
Sankar and Manda19have developed a methodology to record is satisfied,a match occursand the associatedaction
continuously monitor an executing Ada program for spec- is executed. The action might be to perform some actual
ification consistency.The user annotates an Ada program steering action on the application, note the occurrence of
with constructs from Anna, a formal specification lan- some monitoring event for future reference,or simply forguage. Annotations are predicates (that is, Boolean-val- ward the event for display or further processing.
ued expressions)that expressconstraintson Ada language
constructs such as data objects, types, subtypes, subproDISCUSSION. Falcon is the most general of the monigrams, and exceptions. The annotation below constrains tors discussed. It supports sampled sensors, traced senall values of type EVEN to be even numbers. EVEN-CONsors, and traced sensors with filtering and computing
STRAINT is the annotation name.
capabilities. Sensors can be enabled and disabled. The
monitoring systemcan be configured to meet the needs of
type EVEN is new INTEGER;
the application. On-line steering is done either interac- 1 < < EVEN-CONSTRAINT > >
tively by directly involving the user or by means of user-lwhereX:EVEN=>Xmod2=0;
developed algorithms. Sensors,however, must be defined
before execution begins and must be installed manually
Sensingis achieved indirectly by adding annotations to by the user.
the target system. By annotating the code, the user is at
the sametime selectingthe sensorlocations. The compiler
transforms the annotations into checking functions, each ON-LINE MONITORING IS INCREASINGLY SEEN AS A VIABLE
function as a separate task. In place of the transformed means of increasing application dependability. Formal
annotation, the compiler inserts a call to the checking methods, often regarded as a way of guaranteeing a cerfunction. The call statement then is a sensor, and the tain level of dependability, are not without shortcomings.
checking function task becomes a monitor. An event More importantly, they are difficult to apply comprehenoccurs when the call statement is executed.
sively to large development projects. Design assumptions
Sinceeach annotation is transformed into its own mon- made by formal techniques to deal with unpredictability
itor, the monitor code is usually quite simple. In EVEN-CON- of the external environment or to simplify a problem can
STRAINT above, the monitor checks that the parameter is
be violated at runtime. In some cases,it may simply be
even and returns the value if the condition is true or raises unfeasible to formally verify some properties.
an exception otherwise. If an inconsistency occurs, diagOn-line monitoring can be used to complement formal
nostic information is provided.
techniques to increase the overall dependability of an
application. In addition, monitoring distributed and parDISCUSSION. Because of its synchronous checking
allel systems during execution can provide information
approach, sensors can be installed automatically by the that can be used to reconfigure the system,tune the applicompiler. However, adding another annotation requires cation, steer its outcome, or provide visualization of behavrecompiling the application software. Also, becausea sep- ior. With monitoring systems today being more general
arate checkingtask is createdfor every annotation, a poten- (lesstarget architecture and application specific), they are
tially large number of monitors can exist for an application. promising tools for wider use in the future.
I
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